Abstract
Introduction
To support the development of agent based systems, suitable software engineering methods and tools are required. So far, most efforts in this area have been directed at the design phase of software development. In this paper, we focus mainly on the requirements engineering phase. The i* framework [1] was developed for early phase requirements analysis. But i* is not a formal language and it has limited support for describing complex processes. ConGolog [2, 3] is a formal language for process specification and agent programming. It supports the formal specification of complex multiagent systems, but lacks features for modeling the rationale behind design choices. The two frameworks complement each other well and it would be good to have a methodology for using them in combination.
Agent orientation is emerging as a new paradigm for constructing software systems. New kinds of systems are now being developed based on the concept of software agent. Agent orientation is offering an exciting new way of thinking about what software is and how it
The i* Modeling Framework
The i* framework [1, 9] was developed for modeling and analyzing organizations to help support business process reengineering and requirements engineering. The framework focuses on modeling intentional and strategic relationships between actors. It consists of two models -the Strategic Dependency (SD) model (represents the intention level) and the Strategic Rationale (SR) model (represents the rational level). The SD model is used to capture the network of relationships that hold among the actors. The SR model describes in more detail the alternative methods that the actors have for accomplishing their goals and tasks. It helps the modeler in understanding the existing processes, and in generating alternatives in order to reach a new process design that better addresses the organization's objectives.
SD model is a graph consisting of a set of actors (nodes) and links among the nodes. Each node represents an actor, and each link between the actors represents how one actor depends on another for something in order to accomplish a goal or task. The depending actor is called the depender, the actor who is depended upon by another is called the dependee, and the object on which the dependency relationship centers is called the dependum (can be a resource, task, goal or softgoal). An actor can be an agent, a role, or a position. An agent is a concrete, physical actor or subsystem. A role is a function in an organization. A position is a set of roles played by one agent (actor) that is institutionalized in an organization. For example, in a buyer-driven e-commerce process, the Customer As Buyer (a role) depends on a Middleman As Seller agent to organize purchasing. The Customer As Buyer is a depender, the Middleman As Seller is a dependee, and the goal "Service Be Purchased" is the dependum in a dependency relationship that the Customer As Buyer has on the buyer-driven ecommerce.
We can distinguish four types of dependencies: goal-, task-, resource-, and softgoaldependencies. In a goal-dependency, the depender (agent) depends on the dependee to bring about some desired state. The dependee is free to decide how to achieve the goal on his own.
A task-dependency specifies that the depender (agent) depends on the dependee to complete some activities (i.e., how the task is to be performed, but not what and why). A resourcedependency specifies that the depender (agent) depends on the dependee for the availability of an information or physical resource (entity). The soft-goal dependency is similar to the goal dependency, except that the condition is not precisely defined at the start of the process, i.e., the goals in a sense involves subjective aspects, that gradually are clarified during the development process. A softgoal-dependency expresses that the depender depends on the dependee to achieve a softgoal, i.e. a goal that can be achieved to varying degrees, and needs to be optimized. In a dependency, the depender may be vulnerable in case that dependee fails to bring about the dependum. There are three degrees of strength of dependencies in the SD model: open (uncommitted), committed, and critical.
The Strategic Dependency model describes the network of intentional relationships among actors. Actors depend on each other for goals to be achieved, tasks to be performed, and resources to be furnished. These dependencies are intentional in that they are based on underlying concepts such as goal, ability, commitment, belief, and so on [10] . The Strategic Rationale (SR) model of i* model addresses this.
The Strategic Rationale model describes and supports the reasoning that each actor has about its relationships with other actors, its alternative means to achieve its goals, and how the qualitative expectations of actors are satisfied by these alternatives. Actors in i* are strategic in that they evaluate their social relationships in terms of opportunities that they offer, and vulnerabilities that they may bring. Strategic actors seek to protect or further their interests.
The SR model is a graph consisting of four types of nodes (present in the SD model): goal, task, resource, and softgoal nodes, and two types of links, means-ends links and taskdecomposition links. Task-decomposition links describe how a task can be decomposed into subtasks or subgoals. Means-ends links specify how a goal may be achieved. They provide information about why an actor would perform a task, pursue a goal, need a resource, or want a softgoal. From the softgoals, the modeler can tell why one alternative may be chosen over others. Figure. 1 shows a Strategic Dependency (SD) model for a buyer-driven ecommerce system. In this system, there are 3 actor nodes (customer as buyer, middleman as seller and supplier), the customer depends on a middleman to find a service provider who is willing to accept a price set by the customer. The customer submits a priced request to a middleman. The middleman forwards the request to suppliers. If a supplier decides to accept the request, it makes an agreement with the middleman. The middleman expects the customer to pay for the purchase in time.
The Strategic Dependency (SD) Model
In this system, each link between these agents/roles represents how one agent/role depends on another for something, for example, the supplier depends on the middleman to attract more customers, which in turn relies on the middleman having loyal customers. The customer depends on the supplier for quality service (since the service is coming from the supplier, not from the middleman). Finally, the scheme works only if the prices set by customers are acceptable to suppliers. The Strategic Dependency model distinguishes among several types of dependencies based on the degree of freedom the dependee has and the ontological category of the dependum when delivering the dependum to the depender. In a goal dependency, an actor depends on another to make a condition in the world come true. In Figure1, the goal dependency Low Price Service Provider be Found from the customer to the middleman means that it is up to the middleman to decide how to find the low price service provider.
In a task dependency, an actor depends on another to perform an activity. The activity description specifies a particular course of action. For example, the task dependency Name a Price [Service] expresses that the customer depends on the middleman to name his own price for the service in need by specifying the standard procedure for naming a price.
In a resource dependency, an actor depends on another for the availability of an entity. The depender takes the availability of the resource to be unproblematic. In Figure1, the customer's dependency on the supplier for agreement on price is modeled as a resource dependency.
The fourth type of dependency, softgoal dependency, is a variant of the first. It is different from a (hard) goal dependency in that there are no a priori, cut-and-dry criteria for what constitutes meeting the goal. The meaning of a softgoal is specified in terms of the methods that are chosen in the course of pursuing the goal. The dependee contributes to the identification of alternatives, but the depender makes the decision. The notion of softgoal allows the model to deal with many of the usually informal concepts. For example, the customer's dependency on the supplier for good quality service can be achieved in different ways. The desired degree of how good the quality should be is ultimately decided by the depender.
The Strategic Rational (SR) Model
The Strategic Rationale (SR) model provides a more detailed level of modeling by looking "inside" actors to model internal intentional relationships. Intentional elements (tasks, resources, goals, and softgoals) in SR models appear as external dependencies and as internal elements linked by means-ends, task decompositions and contribution relationships. Figure 2 is an SR model of the buyer-driven e-commerce system with middleman corresponding to Figure 1 . In this model, the internal rationale of the customer and the middleman are elaborated. The customer's main goal is that Service Be Purchased [Service], for the customer as buyer this is an internal goal.
To achieve this goal, the internal task Purchase By Naming My Own Price [Service] must be accomplish. This internal task is connected to the internal goal with a means-ends link, but this task has two sub-elements connected to it through decomposition links -the sub-task Name A Price [Service] , and the sub-goal Low Price Service Provider Be Found. The purchase task is achievable only if all its sub-elements are accomplish. Naming one's own price contributes positively (+) to the buyer's softgoal of Low Price, but negatively (-) to Flexibility [Purchasing] because preferences about schedule, choice of airline, etc., could not be accommodated.
The Strategic Rationale (SR) model provides a more detailed level of modeling by looking "inside" actors to model internal intentional relationships. Intentional elements (tasks, resources, goals, and softgoals) in SR models appear as external dependencies and as internal elements linked by means-ends, task decompositions and contribution relationships. Figure 2 is an SR model of the buyer-driven e-commerce system with middleman corresponding to Figure 1 . In this model, the internal rationale of the customer and the middleman are elaborated. The customer's main goal is that Service Be Purchased [Service], for the customer as buyer this is an internal goal. To achieve this goal, the internal task Purchase By Naming My Own Price [Service] must be accomplish. This internal task is connected to the internal goal with a means-ends link, but this task has two sub-elements connected to it through decomposition links -the sub-task Name A Price [Service] , and the sub-goal Low Price Service Provider Be Found. The purchase task is achievable only if all its sub-elements are accomplish. Naming one's own price contributes positively (+) to the buyer's softgoal of Low Price, but negatively (-) to Flexibility [Purchasing] because preferences about schedule, choice of airline, etc., could not be accommodated. Figure 3 shows the constructed of buyer-driven system. The Be Middleman goal is addressed by an alternate task Provide Comparison Shopping Service. By doing this, the middleman is more profitable as he could earn more revenue by maximizing the margin. The higher price might impact Customer Attraction negatively, the middleman could regain some customer attraction by Provide Good Purchasing Environment and the customer can enjoy more Flexibility [Purchasing] at the same time and get overall satisfaction.
ConGolog Modeling Framework
ConGolog [2, 3] is a framework for process modeling and agent programming, it is also a language for high-level programming. ConGolog is an extension of the situation calculus for modeling dynamic worlds and supports complex actions as well as a logic programming language for agents. The ConGolog framework can be used to model complex processes involving nondeterminism, loops, multiple agents, concurrency. Because it is logic-based, the framework can accommodate incompletely specified models, either in the sense that the initial state of the system is not completely specified, or that the processes involved are nondeterministic and may evolve in any number of ways.
A • Actions: are functions denoting individual instantaneous events that change the state of the world.
• Agents: are agents to be modeled in the system; these are represented by constants, e.g., bd1, the customer as buyer.
• Situations: are histories of the actions that have occurred, viewed as sequences of actions.
The initial situation S0(no actions have yet occurred) and the successive situations built up using binary function do(B,S), denotes the situation which results from action B being performed in situation S. The sequence of actions in a history, and the order in which they occur, are obtained from a situation term. For example, do(B3,do(B2,do(B1,s0))) represents the history of the sequence of actions B1, B2, and then B3 are performed starting in the initial situation s0.
• Primitive actions: all changes to the world are taken to be the result of named primitive actions that are performed by some agent in the system; primitive actions are represented by terms.
• Fluents: these are predicates or functions representing relations, properties, or functions whose value may change from situation to another and they are represented by symbols that take a situation term as their last argument.
The dynamics of a domain are specified using three kinds of axioms:
■ Action precondition axioms: these axioms state the conditions under which an action can be enabled(what preconditions must hold in order an action to be executable in a situation); these use the predicate poss(B,S), which represents that action B is possible(executable) in situation S. For example, in buyer-driven e-commerce domain, we have the following precondition axiom: This says that Middleman has received a request ReqID from BD to agree to sell on Price in situation do(A,S) if and only if the action A is such a request and the value of the request counter is ReqID or if he had already received such a request in situation S.
Successor state axioms can be generated automatically from a specification of the effects of primitive actions if we assume that they specify all of the ways that the value of the fluent may change. Successor state axioms were introduced in [11] and provide a solution to the frame problem.
[3] describes a convenient high-level notation for specifying the effects (and preconditions) of actions and a tool that compiles such specifications into successor state axioms.
• Initial situation axioms: these axioms specify the initial state of the modeled system. 
Combination Use of i* and ConGolog[ 12]
In i* SR diagram many aspects of processes are represented, but it is imprecise and produce incomplete models. For instance, it is not specified if the subtask in a task decomposition link is repeated or not (i.e., performed once or more). In a ConGolog model, the process must be precisely and completely specified (non-deterministic processes are allowed). We need to fill the gap between SR diagram and Conolog model. We will use a set of annotations to SR diagrams that allow the missing information to be specified. We want to have a mapping between the annotated SR (ASR) diagram and the ConGolog model to specifies which parts are related of each model. This allows us identify which parts of the ConGolog model need to be changed when the SR model is modified and vice versa. We define a set of mapping rules that define what mappings are allowed to respect the semantics of both frameworks.
Annotations of SR Diagram
Two types of annotations are defined: composition annotations and link annotations. Composition annotations are applied to groups of decomposition links in the SR model. These annotations explain how the linked subtasks/subgoals are to be composed in order to perform the super task/goal.
Figure 4. Sequence Annotation Applied to a Group of Decomposition Links
There are four types of composition annotations: sequence ";", alternative (nondeterministic branch) "|", concurrency execution "||", and concurrency with different priority ">>". For example, in Figure 4 , if we put sequence annotation ";" on the links as the subtasks/subgoals are to be sequentially performed left to right to complete the decomposed task.
Link annotations are applied to individual decomposition links connecting a task/goal with the linked subtask/subgoal. Link annotations describe what condition the subtask/subgoal is to be performed and whether it should be perform once or more. There are five types of link annotations: the while-loop annotation "*while(condition)", the for-loop annotation "*for(variable,listOfValues)", the interrupt annotation "*whenever(variableList,condition)", the if annotation "if(condition)", and the pick annotation "pick(variableList,condition)". The first three are for iterating the subtask/subgoal, and the last is for non-deterministic picking values for the variables in the subtask that satisfy the condition. All of the annotations correspond to ConGolog operators and are taken to have the same meaning.
Mapping Rules
We must define a mapping m from the annotated SR (ASR) diagram elements to the entities in the ConGolog model. We define mapping rules that respect the rules, which arise from the semantics of the two formalisms to ensure consistency between the ASR model and the ConGolog model. There are two sets of mapping rules:
Mapping Rules for SR Diagram Nodes
We have to define mapping rules for each type of nodes in the ASR model ( i.e. agent, goal, task, role, and position nodes). These ensure that the nodes are mapped into appropriate ConGolog entities.
■ Rule for agent nodes is:

If gn is an agent node, b(gn)=<ag, ag_behavior>, where ag is a ConGolog agent and ag_behavior is a ConGolog procedure representing the behavior of the agent.
We use b_agent(gn) to refer to the agent ag and b_behavior(gn) to refer to the agent's behavior ag_behavior.
■ Rule for role/position nodes is:
If gn is a role/positiont node, b(gn)=gn_behavior, where gn_behavior is a ConGolog procedure representing the behavior associated with the role/position.
■ Rule for task nodes is: If gn is a task node, b(gn)=t, where t is a ConGolog procedure or primitive action representing the task. ■ Rule for goal nodes is:
If gn is a goal node, b(gn)=<g, achieve_g>, where g is a ConGolog fluent (primitive or defined) and achieve_g is a ConGolog procedure specifying a selected set of means for achieving the goal which the agent will perform when he adopts it.
We use b_fluent(gn) to refer to the fluent g and b_achieve(gn) to refer to the procedure achieve_g.
Mapping Rules for SR Diagram Links
The two types of links in the ASR model, task decomposition links and means-ends links have mapping rules. The task decomposition links' mapping rule is as follows:
If t is a task node that is decomposed into nodes n1,..,nk by task decomposition links, where a composition annotation g is applied to the group of decomposition links and link annotations yi are applied to the individual decomposition link between t and ni , i.e., then m(t) must be a ConGolog procedure of the form: where γ '(ψi ') is the ConGolog operator corresponding to the annotation γ (ψi) and m_proc(ni) is the ConGolog procedure associated with node ni, i.e. m(ni) if ni is a task node and m_achieve(ni) if ni is a goal node.
Thus, the body of the ConGolog procedure associated to a task node t must be exactly as specified by the decomposition defined for t in the ASR diagram. It should be straightforward to automate the translation. The mapping rule for means-ends links (goal decomposition links) is very similar to the one above. Essentially, it
)./*end of procedure*/ requires that the b_achieve(bg) procedure associated with a goal node bg be as specified by the decomposition defined for bg in the ASR diagram. There is one additional requirement: that the fluent associated with the goal b_fluent(bg) be true when the procedure completes execution.
Operationalization
The dependencies between agents, roles and positions in the SR model indicate that the depender depends on the dependee to accomplish one of his tasks or goals or to supply some resource. The i* SR model abstracts all details of the associated interactions between the agents (requests, communication/interaction protocols). The ConGolog model focuses on the operational aspects of processes rather than their strategic/social aspects. Dependency relationships themselves are not represented in the ConGolog model. Instead, the modeler operationalize the dependencies in the ASR model. After this, the tasks and goals that result are mapped into ConGolog. The details of how a dependency is operationalized depends on the particulars of the case and must be filled in by the modeler.
A Method to Combine Use of i* and ConGolog Frameworks 1). Building the Strategic Dependency (SD) Model for the Application.
The SD model specifies the agents, roles, positions, and the intentional dependency relationships between them for the application.
2). Building the Strategic Rationale (SR) Model for the Application.
The SR model identifies the tasks/goals/softgoals inside the agents, roles, and positions, the decompositions of the tasks/goals, and the contributions of the various alternatives to the softgoals. Dependency relationships are specified between nodes inside the agents/roles/positions.
3). Building the Annotated Strategic Rationale (ASR) model for the application.
This involves the following substeps:
• Reduce unnecessary information from the SR model. Softgoals and their links and dependencies are suppressed.
• Goals that cannot always be achieved are weakened/conditionalized.
• Operationalizing the dependencies: Specified the interactions through which the task/goal/resource dependencies are realized by the actors.
• Using annotations to fill out process details and to specify how goals and tasks are to be composed. Every task/goal will be decomposed into atomic subtasks/subgoals if applicable.
4). Developing the Initial ConGolog Model
Maps elements in the ASR model into entities in the ConGolog model while conforming to the mapping rules; complete the initial ConGolog model by specifying the fluents, primitive actions, precondition axioms, and successor state axioms for the system.
Repeat steps 1 to 4 until objectives are met.
Whenever the i* model or ConGolog model has to be modified based on the results of the validation step, the modeler refines the corresponding part of the other model. This continues until the objectives are accomplished.
5). Producing the Requirements Specification Document.
Steps 2, 3, and 4 could be performed in sequence, but need not be. Instead, work on different tasks/goals, decomposing/refining them, and introducing annotations and ConGolog domain specifications.
Buyer Driven E-commerce Process
Building SD Model
A strategic Dependency (SD) model was shown in Figure 1 . The SD model specifies the dependencies that actors have on each other to make the modeler understanding of the "why" behind the process.
Building SR Model
The SR model of Buyer-driven ecommerce was shown in Figures 2 and 3 . The SR model shows more detailed level of modeling is performed by looking "inside" the actors to model internal relationships.
Refinement of Annotated SR Model
Annotated SR diagram is a more detailed description of the process and that can be mapped into a ConGolog model. Figure 5 shows the buyer part because the diagram is large. This diagram is developed in stages: Simplify the SR model by suppressing unnecessary information from the SR model, we simplify the SR diagram by suppressing softgoal nodes and their links with other nodes from the initial SR model because these are not relevant to mapping the SR model into a ConGolog model. Relativizing goals that cannot Always be accomplished, In Figure 3 , the goal "Service Be Purchased [Service]" is accomplished only when prices set by customers are acceptable to suppliers. To allow for failure, this will weaken the goal to "Service Benn Purchased [Service]", which is accomplished once the supplier with low price is found. The scheme of achieving this goal are refined into "try obtain agreement on price [P]" and "try to find low price provider" in the customer and "try to find agreement price[P]" in the Middleman. Using annotations to fill out process details, annotations are added to specify how subtasks are composed and whether they are iterated or conditional Figure 5 . Figure 4 , the task node "try agree on price[p]" is decomposed into two subtask nodes "reply agree on price[p]" and "cancel agree on price[p]", and the group of decomposition links is labeled with the concurrency annotation "||", meaning that the two subtasks will be performed concurrently. The link connecting the node "reply agreement" with "try agree on price[p]" is accompanied by the annotation "*whenever(requestedAgreement)", which means that whenever there is a request for agreement from the customer, the task "reply agreement" will be performed.
Developing the ConGolog Model
We have to map entities in the ASR diagram into corresponding elements of a ConGolog model. Bellow some examples explaining the mapping rules to obtain the initial ConGolog model. First, all nodes must be mapped. For example, the behavior of the role node "Middleman" is mapped into a ConGolog procedure as follows:
The second example the task node "try agree on price[p]" in the shadowed area of Figure. 4, is mapped into ConGolog procedure as follows:
All links must be mapped. The task node "try agree on price" is decomposed into subtasks "reply agreement" and "cancel agreement on price" these subtasks are performed concurrently whenever an associated condition holds.
Producing the Requirements Document by Refining the i* and ConGolog Models
The above steps will be repeated if inadequacies or errors are found in the modeled. If after specifying the ConGolog model and performing simulation, we determine that the i* model lacks some element of the desired requirements, so, it will be modified appropriately. Similarly if we find that the ConGolog model needs an additional details or aspects of the i* model, modifications will be made to it. A requirement specification document is produced, once a satisfactory model of the required system has been developed.
Conclusion
We used an approach to requirements engineering that integrates the two frameworks the i* and ConGolog. i* can be used to model social dependencies between agents and ConGolog can be used to model complex processes formally. The advantages of using the two frameworks are: ■ Extended i* SR diagrams by using a set of process specification annotations. By using annotated SR diagrams, we can provide a precise specification of the processes of interest, and the producing diagrams can then be mapped directly into a ConGolog model. ■ Using a set of mapping rules to constrain the modeler to map the annotated SR diagram into ConGolog model and ensure that the models are consistent. This allows the modeler to trace corresponding elements in the two models when changes are made.
